Scalable EHR and
Medical Billing Platform
for Large Practice Groups

Flexible and Scalable

Security for Data Protection

Versatility accommodates multi-specialty and
integrative practice groups.

With FIPS-approved server and network traffic
encryption, DrChrono exceeds HIPAA requirements.

• Easily add new practice locations
• Customize EHR, practice management, and medical
billing by specialty and location
• Admin control across all locations and practices

• Admin control over user access permission
• 2-factor authentication
• Regular security audits

Full Revenue Cycle Management
(RCM) Services

Integration with Hospital Systems
and Flexible API

You can focus on patient care while our virtual
backoffice optimizes your revenue collection.

DrChrono can send and receive information to and
from various hospital systems.

•
•
•
•
•

• Epic, eClinicalWorks, Allscripts, and more
• Secure and extensive API connection that brings
unique healthcare services
• More than just sending and receiving summary of
care documents

48-hr turnaround on denials
75% of claims paid in 30 days
96% clean claims rate
Complete transparency into practice financial status
Direct communication with revenue collection experts

Intelligent Clinical Tools
Chart in seconds with customizable medical forms,
speech-to-text, and image charting tools.
• Library of medical templates for various specialties
• Create custom medical forms for your practice
• Integrated with over 40,000 national and local
diagonostic labs and imaging centers
• Text expanders and medical speech-to-text

www.drchrono.com

ehr@drchrono.com

HIPAA-Compliant,
White Label Ready OnPatient Portal
Our powerful OnPatient portal provides a
complete patient engagement solution.
• Patient scheduling and automated reminders
• Pre-appointment insurance eligibility check
• HIPAA-compliant patient portal with secure
messaging
• Paperless check-in with digital consent forms on
iPad and computer

@drchrono

About DrChrono
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#

Ranked

#1 Mobile EHR by Black Book
2013 - 2018

Top EHR by Black Book
for 5+ Specialties

13+Million
Patients cared for by
DrChrono providers

All-in-one Integrated, Cloud-Based EHR on iPhone, iPad, or web
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seamlessly integrated patient scheduling, clinical workflow, and medical billing
Single system of records preventing transcription errors, multiple data entries, and lost bills
Complete data access on one cloud-based system
Pre-appointment insurance eligibility checks and automated reminders
HIPAA-compliant patient portal with secure messaging
Advanced clinical tools including customizable medical forms, medical speech-to-text
tools, and photo charting

“

We went with DrChrono because it was the most intuitive platform, which
minimized training for our 30+ surgeons and 10+ midlevels. The key factors in our
evaluation were:
1. Ease of use for the doctors
2. Manageable total cost of ownership
3. Easy to use Patient Portal
4. Mobility
5. Maintenance fee and reliability
6. Flexible work flow
7. Extensive partner network
Additionally, our total cost of ownership with DrChrono is lower than any other
system that we evaluated. The ease of use for doctors is dramatically decreased
the number of calls to the help desk from physicians and patient engagement on
the patient portal is higher than our previous provider.
- Jim Griffin, President & COO - Direct Orthopedic Care

”

Have any further questions about DrChrono EHR or interested in scheduling a
private demo? Please email us at ehr@drchrono.com and we would be happy to
answer your questions and help you evaluate how DrChrono can help your practice.
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